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video#2:  Physics Girl Plays in the pool (Part 1)

11.) What formed when she dragged the plate in the water?

12.) What causes vortices to form?

13.) What starts the water spinning? (make a drawing)

14.) Why do the two vortices stay together? (make a drawing)

15.) Why is there a black spot on the bottom of the pool? 

Note: All video links are found on our Facebook group and on www.askeyphysics.com

video#1:  Elon Musk 60 Minutes Interview

1.) What does Elon Musk and Tony Stark have to do with each other? 

2.)  So Elon says the Tesla will go from  zero to 100 km in 3.1 seconds.  In America, we talk about how fast a car can go from 
zero to 60mph.   How many seconds will it take this model of Tesla to go from zero to 60mph? (show your Unit Analysis)

3.) What is the first business Musk started when he moved to America? ___________________________

4.) What percentage chance did Musk give Tesla Motors of not failing?  ________________

5.) How does the Model S's acceleration compare to other 4 door sedans? 

6.) What does the "insane" button do?

7.) How many miles does the Model S travel before needing recharging? 

8.)  How much does the electricity cost to fill up the recharge the Tesla's batteries. 

9.) How much money does Musk estimate that the Model 3 will cost? 

10.)  How much money does Musk say it will cost you to move to Mars (with a return ticket)?
 



video#3:  Physics Girl Plays in the pool (Part 2)
16.) How does the blue and red work together?

17.) What does the ping pong ball do?  

video#4:  Plate Tectonics  Explained
18.)  Why aren't the plates just like baggage moving on conveyor belts at the airport?   What is pulling 
on the plates? 

19.)  How do the chuncks of seafloor help drive plate tectonics?  (add a drwawing)

video#5:  One minute of  Plate Tectonics  
20.)  What causes the earth's plates to drive apart? 

video#6:  The Earth 100 million years from now.
21.) Draw what South America and 
Africa looked like 120 million years 
ago during the Cretaceous Era.

22.) Sketch what Europe 
looked like 50 million years ago: 

23.) Sketch what the US 
will look like 100 million 
years from now.  
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